Swift BRT Gold Line – Zero Emission Expansion Buses
PSRC Regional CMAQ Competition
Swift Network Buildout

2009

1. SWIFT BLUE LINE
   Launch of First BRT Line

2019

2. SWIFT GREEN LINE
   Launch of Second BRT Line

2020-2024

3. SWIFT ORANGE LINE
   Design & Engineering ‘20
   Construction Begins ‘20
   Launch of Orange Line Service ‘24

4. SWIFT BLUE LINE EXPANSION
   Design & Engineering ‘20
   Construction ‘22
   Launch of Blue Line Expansion Service ‘24

TBD

5. SWIFT GREEN LINE EXPANSION

2027

6. SWIFT GOLD LINE
   Scoping Study ‘22
   Design & Engineering ‘23
   Construction Begins ‘25
   Launch of Gold Line Service ‘23

TBD

7. SWIFT SILVER LINE
Swift Gold Line

Project Details

The Swift Gold Line will be the fourth line of Community Transit’s BRT network. From north to south, the Swift Gold Line will begin at the Smokey Point Transit center and end at the Everett Station, with multiple stops along the way including downtown Marysville, the Cascade Industrial Center (CIC), and Everett Community College. Ending at the Everett Station, this line will provide easy public transit connections to multiple modes of transportation, providing riders with easy connections to a wide region.

CMAQ Project – Thirteen zero-emission expansion buses

- Total Project Cost $13,000,000
- CMAQ Request $8,000,000
- Local Match $5,000,000
Swift Gold Line

Project Merits

- Connecting Corridor Project Serving two Regional Centers
  - Everett Regional Growth Center
  - Cascade Industrial Center

- First zero-emission buses in the Swift BRT Fleet

- First bus rapid transit service in North Snohomish County

- Gold Line corridor serves areas with high populations of low income, communities of color and high displacement rates

- Connects to Swift Blue Line and regional service at Everett Station including Everett Link in future
Swift Gold Line

Bus Features

- First Zero Emission Bus in Swift Fleet
- Swift Branding
- Zone Loading for bikes & mobility devices
- Near level boarding
- On-Board bike racks
- Passive restraint wheelchair system
- 60 foot articulated bus
Swift Gold Line
Project Timeline

2022 – Complete Agency Zero Emission Bus Study
   Scoping Study for Swift Gold Line project

2023 – Complete Agency Transition Plan to Zero Emission Fleet and Facilities
   Begin design and engineering phase of Swift Gold Line

2025 – Construction
   Order Buses

2027 – Swift Gold Line Zero Emission Expansion Buses go into service
Thank you!